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1. SCAN: Press “mode” key to select “scan”. Then this function will automatically scan all the functions displayed 



on the bottom line of the monitor. 

2. TIME： Automatically accumulates workout time when starting exercise.  

3. COUNT： Automatically accumulates workout counts when starting exercise. 

4. TOTAL COUNT： Automatically accumulates different sessions workout counts when starting exercise. 

5. CALS： Automatically accumulates calories amount consumed when Starting exercise. 

Function Button: To select functions of time, count, total count, calories. Hold the button for 4 seconds to have a 

total reset. 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

1. If meter is not displaying the numbers correctly, please replace the battery. 

2. Please use 1.5 V battery. 

3. The monitor will be automatically shut off if there is no signal coming in for 4 to 5 minutes. 

4. The monitor will be auto-powered when start to exercise, push button or signal in. 

5. All functions will automatically stop calculating when a “stop” sign on the upper left corner of the 

monitor when there is no signal coming in for a period of 4 seconds. The meter will automatically start 

calculating with ”stop” sign off when taking exercise. 

6. The meter will automatically start calculating by simply starting to exercise and will automatically stop 

calculating when stop exercising for 4 seconds. 
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Consult a physician before using this equipment 

1. Do not allow children to use or play on this equipment. Keep children and pets away from this 

equipment when it is in use. 

2. Set up and using this equipment on a solid level surface. Do not use it on loose rugs or uneven 

surfaces. 

3. Consult your physician before using this equipment, especially if you are pregnant, or suffering from 

any illness. Stop and consult your physician, if you feel faint, dizzy, or uncomfortable, during the 

exercise. 

4. Before using the machine to exercise, always do stretching exercises to properly warm up. 

5. Never operate the machine if the machine is not functioning properly. 

6. Ensure that all nuts and bolts are tightened properly before each use. 

7. The X-Bike is designed for consumer use only. It is not intended for commercial use. 

8. Individuals weighting over 220LBS are not recommended to use this equipment. 

9. If you have any questions or concerns, please call us Toll Free (800) 317-1688 


